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High order weak Lefschetz properties, higher Hessians and Jordan types
for standard graded Artinian Gorenstein algebras
Satoru Isogawa*
In this article, we give a criterion for high order weak Lefschetz properties of standard graded Artinian Gorenstein 
algebras, using the Jordan types of those algebras, which can be computed by Gondim’s mixed Hessian matrices.
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1. Introduction
The Lefschetz properties of Artinian graded algebras have been studied by many authors see Ref.(1), Ref.(2), Ref.(3), Ref.(4)
and we have introduced the high order weak Lefschetz properties to study the strong Lefschetz properties for standard graded 
Artinian Gorenstein algebras see Ref.(5). In this paper, we give a criterion for high order weak Lefschetz properties of standard 
graded Artinian Gorenstein algebras by the Jordan types of those algebras see Theorem 6.5. We see that the Jordan type of a 
standard graded Artinian Gorenstein algebra can be computed by the rank matrix of the algebra which is defined by Gondim’s 
mixed Hessian matrices see Definition 5.2, Definition 6.1 and Ref.(6).
Sections 2 through 5, these are preliminary sections. Here we give reviews of Macaulay’s inverse generator, the Lefschetz 
properties, Jordan type of a nilpotent linear endomorphism, the high order weak Lefschetz property and mixed Hessian matrices.
In section 6, first we give a definition of Jordan type of a standard graded Artinian Gorenstein algebra, which is essentially based 
on the Gondim’s work see Ref.(7), and give a criterion for high order weak Lefschetz property of a standard graded Artinian 
Gorenstein algebra. In section 7, the final section, we discuss the [i]-weak Lefschetz property and the weak Lefschetz level using 
mixed Hessian matrices.
2. Macaulay’s inverse generator and the weak Lefschetz property
Let K be a field of characteristic 0, > @ > @1, , nR K X K X X  " be a polynomial ring in n variables and > @K X acts on 
another polynomial ring in n variables   > @ > @1: , , nE E x K x K x x   " as differential operators defied by 
 : 1, ,i
i
X i n
x
w  w " , sometimes we denote this by > @ > @E K x R K X  GLII{ . Since K is a field of characteristic 0,  E x is 
isomorphic to the injective envelop of the residue field of > @K X in the category of graded > @K X modules. Hence we remark 
that degree i component of E as a graded > @K X module  is > @1, ,i n iE K x x  " for each i' . The proof of the 
following theorem can be found in Ref.(4), Ref.(8) or Ref.(9).
Theorem 2.1. (Macaulay’s inverse generator) If A is a standard graded Artinian Gorenstein K algebra of embedding 
dimension less than or equal to n , then there exists a homogeneous polynomial > @1, , nf E K x x  " such that /A R I
where > @ > @^ `: 0 : 0K XI f R K X f[ [      and we call f a ‘Macaulay’s inverse generator’ for A .
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Notation 2.2. Let f be a nonzero homogeneous polynomials in > @E K x . We use the following notations:
  > @ > @: 0 :K XA f K X f§ · ¨ ¸© ¹ and   > @A f K X f E    .
Remark 2.3. Let f be a nonzero homogeneous polynomials of deg f d in > @E K x . Then the following hold:
(1)       Hom , [ ]KA f A f K A f d   as graded  A f modules, where [ ]i denotes the usual i -shift functor for 
i' , i.e., [ ] :j i jM i M  for any graded  A f module M and j' .
(2) From (1), we have dim dimK i K d iA A  for any i' .
(3)      [ 1]L A f A Lf A Lf d    ,      [ ] [ 1]L A f d L A f d    and    L A f A Lf  .
Definition 2.4. Let  A A f be a standard graded Artinian Gorenstein K algebra. We say that A has the ‘weak Lefschetz 
property’ (WLP) if there exists a nonzero linear form 1[ ]L K X such that the K linear map : [1]L A Au o has the maximal 
rank property, i.e.,   ^ `1 1rank : min dim , dimi i K i K iL A A A A u o  for all i' , where Lu denote the map induced from 
multiplication by L . In this case, we say that A has the WLP with respect to 1[ ]L K X .
3. Jordan types of nilpotent linear endmorpisms
Let  ,V g be a pair of a finite dimensional K -vector space V and a nilpotent linear endomorphism g on V with 
0eg z and 1 0eg   . Then V has a direct sum decomposition 1
0
r
i
i
V V

 
 into cyclic g invariant subspaces, i.e., cyclic 
1[ ] [ ] / ( )eK g K t t  modules with 0 1 1dim dim dim 1K K K rV V V t t t t" . Here we introduce the following definitions.
Definition 3.1. The Jordan type  VJ g of  ,V g is the partition defined as follows:
  0 1 1: dim dim dimV K K K rJ g V V V    " .
We also define  rV g and  V g' the rank vector and the ' -rank vector of  ,V g as a 1e  -dimensional integer vector 
with entries:
   r : rank iV ig g ( 0, ,i e " ) and 
     1: rank ranki iV ig g g '   ( 0, ,i e " ),
where    rank : dim Imi iKg g ( 0, ,i e " ), especially    0rank rank Id dimV Kg V  .
Notation 3.2.  Let   0, ,i i ev v   " be a 1e  -dimensional vector whose entries are all nonnegative integers, we denote 
 
0
:
ei i
v v vO   "
the partition obtained from v , where 
0 ei i
v vt t" and denote     :v vO O   the dual partition of  vO .
Lemma 3.3.     V VJ g gO ' and     0V V eg g' t t '" .
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Proof. It is enough to show that     V VJ g gO  ' . Let   0 1 2 1V rJ g m m m m     " with 0 1re m m  t t" , and  
  0 1 2 1V eJ g n n n n     " with 0 1er n n  t t" then we remark that
       0 1 2 11 1 1 1[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] rm m m mV K t t K t t K t t K t t        " as 1[ ] [ ] / ( )eK g K t t  modules.
Hence        00 0dim Ker( ) dim dim dim dimgK K K K K Vr n V V V g V g V g V g  o      ' and 
    1 2 1eg VJ g n n n    " . Similarly           21 1dim Ker dim dimgK K K Vn g V g V g V g V g o    ' and 
   2 2 1eg VJ g n n   " and so on. 
4. The high order Lefschetz properties and the Jordan type
First we recall that the definition of the weak Lefschetz property of order 1c t in case of the Gorenstein standard graded 
Artinian algebra  A A f with homogeneous polynomial [ ]f K x .
Definition 4.1. We say that  A A f has the ‘weak Lefschetz property of order 1c t ’ if there exists a nonzero linear form 
1[ ]L K X such that for each 1, ,i c " ,  1iA L f has the weak Lefschetz property with respect to 1[ ]L K X .
Notation 4.2. Let 1[ ]L K X . We denote the Jordan type of multiplication map Lu on  A f by 
     :f A fJ L J L u ,
and denote the rank vector and the ' -rank vector of   ,A f Lu by      r rf A fL L u and      :f A fL L'  ' u .
Remark 4.3.              1 0 0dim dim i ii if f i L f L fiJ L L A L f A L f L J L   '    '  for 0, , degi d f  " where 
0 :L f f .
As a corollary of Lemma 3.3, we have the following result.
Corollary 4.4.     f fJ L LO ' .
Notation 4.5.  f A fh h denotes the Hilbert function of  A f , i.e.,        : dimf KA f ih i h i A f  for i] and
 f A fh h denotes the Hilbert vector of  A f , i.e.,     0 , 1 ,f f fh h h " .
Lemma 4.6. Let [ ]f K x be a nonzero homogeneous polynomial of deg f d . Then the following conditions are 
equivalent:
(1)  A f has the weak Lefschetz property with respect to 1[ ]L K X .
(2)     0 0f fL hO O'  .     (3)     0 0f fJ L hO  .
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Proof. It is well know that  A f has the weak Lefschetz property with respect to 1[ ]L K X if and only if 
    dim Ker maxLK fA f A f huo  .
Clearly  
0
max f fh hO and           0 0 dim Ker Lf f KJ L L A f A fO u '  o by Corollary 4.4. This complete the 
proof. 
Notation 4.7. For a vector  0 1, ,v v v " and an integer 0 pd , we denote  0 1: , , ,p pv v v vd  " and  1: , ,p p pv v vt  " .
Lemma 4.8.  A A f has the weak Lefschetz property of order c if and only if
     
1 0
if Lf L fi i
h h hO O O
t t  t
   " for all 1 i cd d .
Especially in this case, we have      
1 0
if Lf L fi i
h h hO O O

   " for 1 i cd d .
Proof.  A A f has the weak Lefschetz property if and only if    
1 0
f Lfh hO Ot t . Moreover if  A A f and  A Lf
have the weak Lefschetz property if and only if    
1 0
f Lfh hO Ot t and      22 1 0f Lf L fh h hO O Ot t t  . Similarly we have 
     
1 0
if Lf L fi i
h h hO O O
t t  t
   " for all 1 i cd d . 
Proposition 4.9. Let [ ]f K x be a nonzero homogeneous polynomial of deg f d . Then the following conditions are 
equivalent:
(1)  A A f has the weak Lefschetz property of order 1c t with respect to 1[ ]L K X .
(2)     1 1f fc cL hO Od  d '  . (3)     1 1f fc cJ L hOd  d  .
Proof. The equivalence    2 3 is clear by Corollary 3.11. For the proof    1 2 , using Lemma 4.6, Lemma 4.8 and 
Remark 4.3,  A A f has the weak Lefschetz property of order 1c t with respect to 1[ ]L K X if and only if 
         0 0i if fL f L fi iL L h hO O O O'  '   for 0, , 1i c " . This complete the proof. 
Remark 4.10. Let [ ]f K x be a nonzero homogeneous polynomial of deg f d , then clearly    
1
1f f
d d
h hO O

  . If
 A A f has the weak Lefschetz property of order d , then    1
10
1d fL f d
h hO O   hence 
1dL f is nonzero linear form 
and automatically  1
1
1dL fhO   . Moreover by Lemma 3.8, we have    1
0 1
1d dL f L fh hO O   . Hence    
0
1d fL f d
h hO O  .
From the above remark, we have the following corollary, since  A f has the strong Lefschetz property with respect to 
1[ ]L K X if and only if  A A f has the weak Lefschetz property of order degd f .
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Corollary 4.11. Let [ ]f K x be a nonzero homogeneous polynomial. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1)  A f has the strong Lefschetz property with respect to 1[ ]L K X .
(2)     f fL hO O'  . (3)     f fJ L hO  .
5. Review of the mixed Hessian matrices
Let  A A f be a graded Gorenstein Artinian algebra with its socle degree d , i.e., degd f . We can choose a set of 
monomials        ^ `1 , , AA h rr r rD D%  " in [ ] rL K X such that the image of  A r% in A is a K -linear base of rA for 
each  0r r dd d . Since    [ ] [ ]A d K X f A f f A f E   and  dim dimK r K r dA A f  ,  we have
   dim
1
K rA
ir d
i
A f K r fD    ¦
and        ^ `1: , , AA h rr f r f r fD D%  " is a K -linear base of  r dA f  . Moreover since A is a standard graded 
Gorenstein Artinian algebra, there exists the K -linear base        ^ `1 , , AA h rd r d r d rD D  %    " of d rA  for each 
 0r r dd d such that
   i j ijd r rD D G -  { mod   [ ]0 :K XI f f   0 , Ai j h rd d ,
where    11
1: d
d f
- DD and ijG is the Kronecker’s delta. But we can choose  1 dD such that  1 1d fD  , in this case 
 1 d- D .
Remark 5.1. With the notations as above, the following hold:
(1)        ^ `1: , , AA h rr f r f r fD D  %  " is also a K -linear base of  r dA f  for each  0r r dd d since  A r% is a 
K -linear base of rA for each  0r r dd d .
(2) We have    i j ijd r r fD D G   since 1f-  for each  0r r dd d and    0 , A Ai j h r h d rd d   .
(3)  A d r%  is a dual base of  A r f% and  A r% is a dual base of  A d r f%  from (2).
Definition 5.2. (Mixed Hessian matrix Ref.(6)) With the notations as above, we define the mixed Hessian matrix as follows:
          , 1 , 1Hess : A Ar sf i j i h r j h sr s fD D d d d d  0 ,r s dd d .
Notation 5.3.     1 1 1: , , nn n nL L a a X a X a a a K     " "
Remark 5.4. We remark that there is a following commutative diagram of K -linear maps for any linear form  L L a :
 
 
i i
r r d
L L
r i r i d
A A f
A A f


u u

  
p p


M ,
where iLu is the linear map induced form the multiplication by  1iL i t' .
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Lemma 5.5. If [ ]f K x is a nonzero homogeneous polynomial with deg f d , then 
   !dL a f d f a  .
Proof. If we can assume that ef x is a monomial of degree d . Then we have
       1 1 ! ! !!
de e ed d e e e
n n
dL a f L a x a X a X x a X x d a d f a
e
§ ·             ¨ ¸© ¹" " " . 
Lemma 5.6. Let 
1 1
:
m n
j i
j i
V Kv W KwM
  
 o  ¦ ¦ be a K -linear map from V with dimK V m to V with dimK W n .
Then representation matrix of M with respect to bases ^ ` 1, ,j j mv  " and ^ ` 1, ,i i nw  " is   * 1 ,1i j i n j mw vM d d d d where ^ `* 1, ,i i nw  "
is the dual base of ^ ` 1, ,i i nw  " .
Proof. Since     *
1
n
j i j i
i
v w v wM M
 
 ¦ for each 1 j md d , we have
    *
1 1 1 1
m m m n
j j j j j i j i
j j j i
a v a v a w v wM M M
    
§ ·   ¨ ¸© ¹¦ ¦ ¦¦ .
This complete the proof. 
Theorem 5.7.(Gondim Ref.(6))  ,!Hess d j i jf x ai
 
 
is the matrix associated to the map      
iL a
j d j i dA f A f
u 
  o with 
respect to the bases  A j f% and  A j i f%  .
Proof. Since  A d j i%   is a dual base of  A j i f%  and     deg p qd j i j f iD D   , applying the above lemma, 
we have the representation matrix of the map      
iL a
j d j i dA f A f
u 
  o with respect to the bases  A j f% and 
 A j i f%  :                 
,
i i
p q p q
p q
d j i L a j f L a d j i r fD D D D    
                                   ,! !Hess d j i jp q fx a x ai d j i j f iD D        . 
Corollary 5.8.         ,rank rank HessiL a d j i jfj j i x aA f A fu    § ·o  ¨ ¸¨ ¸© ¹ for 0 ,i j dd d , where  ,Hess : 0d j i jf    if d i j  .
Proof. This follows from Theorem 5.7, since the rank of a matrix is the same as the rank of its transpose. 
Notation 5.9. Let [ ]f E K x  be a nonzero homogeneous polynomial of deg f d .
We denote by   ,( )rank Hess d j i jK X f   the rank of matrix  ,Hess d j i jf   as a matrix with entries in the field ( )K X for 
0 ,i j dd d , where  ,Hess : 0d j i jf    if d i j  .
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6. The Jordan type and a criterion for the high order weak Lefschetz properties
Let [ ]f E K x  be a nonzero homogeneous polynomial of deg f d .  We fix some notations and definitions as 
follows:
Definition 6.1.  Let     ,( ), : rank Hess d j i jij f K X fr r i j    for 0 ,i j dd d and let 1:
1
1 d
§ ·¨ ¸ ¨ ¸¨ ¸© ¹
# ' .
(1) The rank matrix of Gorenstein algebra  A f :   0 ,: ,f f i j dr i j d d*  .
(2) The rank vector of Gorenstein algebra  A f : r : 1f f * , i.e.,    
0
r ,
d
f fi
j
i jJ
 
 ¦ for 0 i dd d .
(3) The ' -rank vector of of Gorenstein algebra  A f : f' a vector with entries       1: r rf f fi i i'   for 0 i dd d
where   1r 0f d  .
(4) The Jordan type of Gorenstein algebra  A f :  :f fJ O ' .
Remark 6.2. The following hold:
(1)         ^ `1,1 1 1[ ] , rank Hess d j i jn n n f f x aL a a X a X K X K i jJ          "   is a nonempty Zariski open set.
(2) From (1),            ,( ), rank Hess rank L ad j i jf K X f j j ii j A f A fJ u    o
for general element   1 1 1[ ]n nL a a X a X K X   " .
(3) From (2),   r rf f L a u and   f f L a'  ' u for general element   1 1 1[ ]n nL a a X a X K X   " .
Example 6.3. Let 2 2 [ , , , , ] [ , , , , ]f x u xyv y w K x y u v w K X Y U V W   
GLII
{ . Then  1, 5, 5, 1fh  and a monomial base of 
 A A f is depicted bellow:
2 2
1
x y u v w
x xy y xu yw
xyv
Let  ^ `1 0 1D  ,          ^ `1 2 3 4 51 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 2X Y U V WD D D D D     ,
                ^ `2 21 2 3 4 52 , 2 , 2 , 2 , 2X XY Y XU YWD D D D D     ,  ^ `1 3 XYVD  .
Since       , 1 dim
1 dim
Hess : K d i j
K j
d i j j
p Af p q
q A
d i j j fD D    d dd d   , we have
 1, 1
2 2 0
2 0 2
Hess 2 0 0 0 0
0 0 0
0 2 0 0 0
f
u v x y
v w x y
x
y x
y
§ ·¨ ¸¨ ¸¨ ¸ ¨ ¸¨ ¸¨ ¸© ¹
,
      3 1 1 , 1 1, 111 rank Hess rank Hess 4f fr     ,      0 dim 0, ,3j K fjr A f h j j   " , 10 12 1r r  , 13 0r  ,
20 21 1r r  , 22 23 0r r  , 30 1r  , 31 32 33 0r r r   ,
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00 01 02 03
10 11 12 13
20 21 22 23
30 31 32 33
1 1 5 5 1 1 12
1 1 4 1 0 1 6
r
1 1 1 0 0 1 2
1 1 0 0 0 1 1
1f f
r r r r
r r r r
r r r r
r r r r
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The Ferrer’s diagram of fJ is as follows: 
     
   


.
Lemma 6.4. Let f E be a nonzero homogeneous polynomial of deg f d and let   1,1 :
2
dm d « » « »¬ ¼ . Then the following
conditions are equivalent:
(1)  A A f has the weak Lefschetz property. 
(2)      r 1, ,1 h ,1f fm d m d 
(3)    r 1, hf fj j for all  ,1j m dd .
(4)    r 1, hf fj j for all  ,1j m dd and    r 1, h 1f fj j  for all  ,1j m d! .
(5)    0 0f fhO Od d'  .
Proof. From (1) to (4), these equivalences follow from the properties of the WLP see Lemma 4.5 in Ref.(5).
   5 1 :By definition    0 0f fhO Od d'  if and only if 
      dim Ker max h h ,1 1K f fL m du   
for general element 1[ ]L K X . This is equivalent to saying that  A A f has the weak Lefschetz property. 
Theorem 6.5. Let f E be a nonzero homogeneous polynomial. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1)  A A f has the weak Lefschetz property of order c .
(2)    1 1f fc chO Od  d '  . (3)    1 1f fc cJ hOd  d  .
Proof. This follows from Proposition 4.9 and Remark 6.2. 
Definition 6.6.(see Definition 5.9 in Ref.(5)) Let f be a nonzero homogeneous polynomial of deg f d in E . The order of 
weak Lefschetz property for f , which is denoted by WLPord f ,  is defined as follows:
WLPord 0f   if and only if  A A f does not have the W.L.P.
WLP1 ord f c dd   if and only if  A A f has the W.L.P. of order c and does not has the W.L.P. of order 1c  .
WLPord f  f if and only if  A A f has the S.L.P.
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As a corollary of Theorem 6.5, we have the following result.
Corollary 6.7.    ^ `WLP 0 1 1ord max f fi if i hO Ot d  d   '  ' , where we assume    1 1 0f fhO O '   and 
   1 1 0f fd dhO Ot  t '   .
7. Criterion for the [i]-weak Lefschetz property and the weak Lefschetz level
First we recall the definition of [i]-weak Lefschetz property in Ref.(5).
Notation 7.1 Let 1 dd be a positive integer and A be a standard graded Artinian algebra.
 , :
2
d im d i « » « »¬ ¼ if 0i t' ,  , :m d i  f if 0i ' and : 0Af  .
Definition 7.2. Let  A A f be a standard graded Gorenstein Artinian algebra with degd f and let i' . We say 
that A has the ‘ [ ]i -weak Lefschetz property’ if there exists a nonzero linear form 1[ ]L K X such that the K -linear map 
   , ,:
i
m d i m d i iL A A u o is injective, where : 0iLu  if 0i ' .
Remark 7.3. If        , ,:i m d i m d i iL A f A fu o is injective then        , ,:i m d i m d i iL A f A f  u o is surjective.
By the symmetry of standard graded Gorenstein Artinian algebra,         , ,:i d m d i d m d i iL A f A f  u o is surjective. Hence 
        , ,:i d m d i p d m d i i pL A f A f    u o is surjective for all nonnegative integer 0p t' . Again by the symmetry, we can see 
that         , ,:i m d i p m d i i pL A f A f  u o is injective for all nonnegative integer 0p t' , i.e.,    , ,:i m d i m d i iL A Ad d u o is 
injective.
Proposition 7.4. Let f E be a nonzero homogeneous polynomial of deg f d . Then the following conditions are 
equivalent:
(1)  A A f has the [ ]i -weak Lefschetz property.
(2)      r , , h ,f fi m d i m d i . (3)    r , hf fi j j for all  ,j m d id .
Proof. The equivalence (1) through (3) follows from Definition 7.2 and Remark 7.3. 
Proposition 7.5. Let f E be a nonzero homogeneous polynomial of degree 2d m even. Then the following conditions 
are equivalent:
(1)  A A f has the [2 ]i -weak Lefschetz property.
(2)        2 ,2 ,2 2:i m d i m d i iL A f A f u o is injective for some 1[ ]L K X .
(3)         ,2 2 , ,2 ,det Hess det Hess 0d m d i i m d i m i m if f    z .
In this case, automatically        2 1 ,2 1 ,2 1 2 1:i m d i m d i iL A f A f    u o is injective, i.e.,  A A f has the [2 1]i  -weak
Lefschetz property.
Proof. The equivalence (1) through (3) is clear by Definition 7.2 and Corollary 5.8. 
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As a corollary of Proposition 7.5, we have the following result.
Corollary 7.6. Let f E be a nonzero homogeneous polynomial of degree 2d m . Then the following conditions are 
equivalent:
(1)  A A f has the weak Lefschetz property of order 2i .
(2)   ,det Hess 0m j m jf   z for all j id .
Proposition 7.7. Let f E be a nonzero homogeneous polynomial of degree 2 1d m  odd.
Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1)  A A f has the [2 1]i  -weak Lefschetz property.
(2)        2 1 ,2 1 ,2 1 2 1:i m d i m d i iL A f A f    u o is injective for some 1[ ]L K X .
(3)           ,2 1 2 1 , ,2 1 ,det Hess det Hess 0d m d i i m d i m i m if f       z .
In this case, automatically        2 ,2 ,2 2:i m d i m d i iL A f A f u o is injective, i.e.,  A A f has the [2 ]i -weak Lefschetz
property.
Proof. The equivalence (1) through (3) is clear by Definition 7.2 and Corollary 5.8. 
As a corollary of Proposition 7.7, we have the following result.
Corollary 7.8. Let f E be a nonzero homogeneous polynomial of degree 2 1d m  .
Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1)  A A f has the weak Lefschetz property of order 2 1i  .
(2)   ,det Hess 0m j m jf   z for all j id .
Definition 7.9.  Let f E be a nonzero homogeneous polynomial of degree d . We say that  A A f has the weak
Lefschetz property of level c if and only if   ,det Hess 0m j m jf   z for all j cd where  ,0 2dm m d « »  « »¬ ¼ .
Lemma 7.10. Let f E be a nonzero homogeneous polynomial of degree d .
Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1)  A A f has the weak Lefschetz property of level c .
(2)  A A f has the weak Lefschetz property of order 2 1c  if d is odd
and  A A f has the weak Lefschetz property of order 2c if d is even.
Proof. The equivalence (1) through (2) is clear by Definition 7.2 and Corollary 5.8. 
Definition 7.11. Let f E be a nonzero homogeneous polynomial of degree d and let  ,0
2
dm m d « »  « »¬ ¼ .
The level of weak Lefschetz property for f , which is denoted by  WLPl f , is defined as follows:
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If   ,det Hess 0m mf z , then     ^ `,WLP : max det He for all  0  ss 0  1m j m jfl f j cc   d z d  .
If   ,det Hess 0m mf  , then  WLP : 0l f  .
Lemma 7.12. Let f E be a nonzero homogeneous polynomial of degree d and let  ,0
2
dm m d « »  « »¬ ¼ . Then the following 
conditions are equivalent:
(1)  A A f has the weak Lefschetz property of order d , i.e.,  A A f has the strong Lefschetz property.
(2)    WLP ,0l f m m d  .
Proof. The conditoin (2) eqivalently saying that   ,det Hess 0 for all  1 0m j m jf j m  z d d  . But always we have 
    0, 0det Hess det 0f f z since 0f z . Hence (2) implies (1). The inverse implication is clear. 
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